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Oliver Wight to host workshop on establishing an effective and agile
supply chain
Leading business transformation consultants, Oliver Wight, are hosting an exclusive
two-day workshop to help businesses establish an efficient and agile supply chain.
Through strategic supply planning, Oliver Wight consultants will show how to balance
ever-increasing customer demand with ever-limited resources. The event will take
place on the 13 and 14 of April, in Munich.
Hosting the workshop, Oliver Wight consultant, Birgit Breitschuh, will demonstrate how
Supply Planning can be effective and sustainable. The workshop will explain of how to take
high-level business plans and successfully align supply points to deliver upon their
commitments in the most efficient manner, by deploying the necessary processes, tools,
behaviours, roles and responsibilities.
“Companies that optimize their supply chains, improve their perfect order rating by an
average of 17%, at the same time as reducing their supply chain costs by 50%, and in today’s
economy that’s an advantage worth taking.” says Breitschuh. “Developing a supply plan that
is aligned with the supply chain strategy is an essential prerequisite and this workshop will
give attendees the understanding required to operate this effectively”.
Attendees will be provided with the logical steps needed to fix broken supply chains, increase
efficiency and sustainability, whilst equipping them with an understanding of the key supply
chain concepts. Although collaboration and integration through the supply chain is
paramount, the workshop reveals the importance of getting your own house in order first.
Cementing the key Supply Planning concepts, the workshop goes on to explain the
fundamental role Supply Planning has in Supply Chain Management and Integrated Business
Planning (IBP). “This workshop will excite delegates about the huge gains that can be made
through the successful deployment of advanced Supply Planning concepts once they have
mastered the basics” explains Breitschuh.
The workshop is ideal for Supply Planners, Supply Chain Planning Managers, Master
Planners, Operations Managers, Lead Vendor Schedulers, Demand Controllers, Logistic
Managers and Lead Replenishment Planners, looking to transform their supply chain, making
it effective and agile in 2016.
The workshop costs €1,700. To register, please visit our website or contact Lisa Treusch on
lisa.treusch@oliverwight-eame.com

Notes to editors
About Oliver Wight
At Oliver Wight, we believe sustainable business improvement can only be delivered by your
own people; so, unlike other consultancy firms, we transfer our knowledge to you. Pioneers of
Sales and Operations Planning and originators of the fundamentals behind supply chain
planning, Oliver Wight professionals are the acknowledged industry thought leaders for
Integrated Business Planning (IBP).
Integrated Business Planning allows your senior executives to plan and manage the entire
organisation over a 24-month horizon, while Oliver Wight’s extended Supply Chain Planning
and Optimization ensures your supply chain is designed and structured to deliver best-inclass customer service with minimal costs. Using the Oliver Wight Maturity Model to pursue
our globally recognised Class A standard for best practice will determine a tailored
improvement journey for you to develop your organisation’s processes, and reach and sustain
excellent business performance. With a track record of more than 40 years of helping some of
the world’s best-known organisations, Oliver Wight will help you define your company’s vision
for the future and deliver performance and financial results that last.
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